
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class - 4                                                                            Subject - Science 

Topic -  Air                                                                      Time : 45 minutes 

 



Worksheet No.  - 21 

Objectives :- 

1.Importance of air 

2.Properties of air 

3.Composition of air 

4.Inhalation  

5.Exhalation 

Tap on the underlined blue sentence below to listen the audio content: 

 

"Properties of air " 

Properties of air:- 

Air is present everywhere. We cannot see air,  but we can feel it when it blows or moves.  

Morning air is called wind.  

A slow gentle wind is called a breeze.  

Strong and fast winds cause a storm. 

Air is colourless.  

Air is tasteless  

Air is odourless 

 

 

Properties of air :- 

1. Air has weight : 

Weight is defined as how heavy an object is and can be measured in grams or kilograms.  

 

Tap on the underlined blue sentence below to listen the audio content of "Air has weight " 

""Air has weight " 

2.Air occupies space : 

Just like other states of matter, air also occupies space.  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1--E4-lykERz1miG4Dx-8AHLWBQBM8DHw/view?usp=drivesdk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-6nCNn8PmRCRHovy6IcGI0_Fmb193jig/view?usp=drivesdk


Tap on the underlined blue sentence below to listen the audio content of "Air Occupies space " 

"Air occupies space " 

 

3. Air Exerts Pressure :- 

Air has weight and anything that has weight exerts pressure.  

Pressure is the weight with which an object presses another object. 

 

Tap on the underlined blue sentence below to listen the audio content of "Air Exerts pressure " 

"Air exerts pressure " 

4. Application of air pressure :- 

A syringe works because of the pressure exerted by air.  

A vacuum cleaner also works on the principle of air pressure.  

Drinking from a straw  is also an application of air pressure.  

Rubber suckers that get stuck on walls and glass surfaces also work on the principle of air pressure. 

5. Air Expands On Heating :- 

When we heat an object or a substance, the molecules ( tiny particles that make up matter)  of the 

object gain energy and start moving. Due to the gain in energy, the molecules move away from each 

other. As a result, the size of the object increases. This increase in size on heating an object in called 

expansion. 

 

Tap on the underlined blue sentence below to listen the audio content of "Air Expands on heating " 

"Air expands on heating " 

 Composition of air :- 

Air contains various gases, water vapour, smoke, germs and dust particles.  

 

Gases :- 

Nitrogen :- 

Nitrogen is essential for living things.  Protein, an important part of our diet, is made up of nitrogen. We 

cannot directly take nitrogen from air.  However,  some plants can turn nitrogen into a form which can 

then be used by other living beings. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GYOxDduQPgIOZImxJ4mq1QzRjRJLJ2e/view?usp=drivesdk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-OrVqjSbkMrek51I_aollTbLeeF4tYN8/view?usp=drivesdk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-P5Tj6RGdYP6rt2sSKqoLTQYndYha13a/view?usp=drivesdk


Oxygen :- 

Oxygen is required for breathing. Both animals and humans breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon 

dioxide.  

Humans and most land animals breathe through their lungs . 

Insects breathe through spiracles and most aquatic animals breathe through gills.  

Frogs breathe through both lungs and skin. 

The process of taking in air is called inhalation. 

The process of giving out air is called exhalation.  

Oxygen is also required for burning. 

Carbon dioxide :- 

Carbon dioxide is exhaled during the process of breathing. Plants require carbon dioxide to make their 

food.  

Water vapour :- 

When we hang wet clothes in the sunlight, the clothes dry after a few hours . 

Due to the heat of the sun, the water in the clothes changes into water vapour.  

Water from all other water bodies like lakes,  rivers, ponds and seas also changes into water vapour due 

to the Sun's heat and goes in the air. 

Tap on the underlined blue sentence below to listen the audio content of "Components of air " and 

"Winnowing " 

"Composition of air " 

"Winnowing " 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now let us try to solve the picture-based problem :- 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-TxcQ0dL4Qf9fzzhen8B8HUjPhVCeZkh/view?usp=drivesdk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-YBMzKGOsEv9FG5a6mYsmZxPy5n1XDzm/view?usp=drivesdk


 

Answer :- 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Thank You 

 


